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Summer is almost here, and people, particularly those who live in northern 
climates, should spend time in the sun. Unfortunately, most people do not get 
enough sun and there are several reasons for this. The sunscreen industry has 
done a great job of selling the idea that all sun exposure is dangerous and 
increases the risk of skin cancer, and some medical professionals and the 
supplement industry have convinced people that taking vitamin D pills is a 
substitute for sunshine. But this is not true. 
 
The risk of skin cancer as a result of sun exposure has been over-exaggerated. 
According to a World Health Organization report, only 0.1% of the total burden of 
disease results from excessive sun exposure. The same report stated that a much 
larger annual disease burden likely results from low levels of UVR exposure, since 
sun avoidance leads to increased risk of conditions like autoimmune diseases and 
cancers other than those of the skin.1 
 
The most publicized benefit of sun exposure is vitamin D production, and vitamin D 
does play an important role in human health. For Caucasians, one half hour of sun 
exposure in a bathing suit results in production of between 20,000 and 30,000 IU’s 
of vitamin D. In darker-skinned people, 30 minutes results in production of 8,000 to 
10,000 IU’s.2 Use of sunscreens prevents the production of vitamin D. 
 
But the benefits of sunlight go beyond production of vitamin D, and many research 
studies have shown this to be the case. For example, one research group 
discovered that while lower vitamin D levels are associated with an increased risk of 
type 2 diabetes,3 vitamin D supplements did not improve insulin sensitivity for 
vitamin D-deficient adults at risk of developing type 2 diabetes.4  
 
Another study showed that multiple sclerosis patients who had increased sun 
exposure had less neurodegeneration, increased gray matter volume, and greater 
whole brain volume than controls who took vitamin D supplements, even though 
those who took supplements had higher plasma vitamin D levels. The reason is that 
sunlight stimulates neuroendocrine and immune system functions, which vitamin D 
supplements do not. The researchers concluded that MS patients might be better 
off with lower plasma vitamin D levels from sun exposure than higher plasma 
vitamin D levels from supplementation.5 
 
Studies show that people who do not get enough sunlight have changes in cellular 
defense mechanisms that can increase inflammation and the risk of autoimmune 
disease, and that UV radiation can reduce inflammation and can help to prevent 
conditions like multiple sclerosis, asthma, and cardiovascular disease.6 Sun 



exposure stimulates the production of nitric oxide, a vasodilator that protects the 
cardiovascular system and reduces the risk of heart attacks and strokes.7 
 
UV rays also deactivate viruses, including the virus that causes chickenpox and 
shingles. According to research Dr. Phil Rice, sun exposure is the reason why the 
incidence of chickenpox is lower in tropical areas. Rice analyzed 25 studies that 
looked at the prevalence of varicella virus in different climates and found that the 
only factor that consistently matched the infection rate was UV exposure.8 
 
Sun exposure may even be protective against, instead of the primary cause of 
melanoma skin cancer. Outdoor workers have a lower risk of melanoma compared 
to indoor workers.9 And an evaluation of the effects of sun exposure on patients 
with skin cancer showed that the risk of all-cause mortality increased 4-fold in 
subjects who had non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) and multiple myeloma as a 
result of avoiding sun exposure when compared to the group that had the highest 
amount of sun exposure.10 
 
Humans need sunlight. And the reductionist approach to health that has become so 
common has convinced many that the benefits of sun exposure are simply vitamin 
D which can be easily replaced with pills. But this is not true, and a large body of 
evidence proves this.  
 
Safe sun exposure is the key. We can all agree that sunburns are harmful, and 
actually do increase the risk of skin cancer. Start with limited exposure, enough to 
lightly tan but not burn, and gradually increase exposure until you can spend an 
hour or two in the sun. Once you’ve reached your maximum tolerable exposure, 
cover up or sit in the shade. Use sunscreen only for those times when you must be 
exposed to the sun for long periods of time without the option of covering up or 
access to shade. Now go outside, and enjoy the summer, the sun, and good health.  
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